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Purposes, and the Protected (Non-Combatant) Status of Chaplains.
Japanese Military Sexual Slavery Pyong Gap Min 2020-02-10 This book examines the redress movement for the victims of Japanese
military sexual slavery in South Korea, Japan, and the U.S. comprehensively. The Japanese military forcefully mobilized about
80,000-200,000 Asian women to Japanese military brothels and forced them into sexual slavery during the Asian-Pacific War (1932-1945).
Korean "comfort women" are believed to have been the largest group because of Korea’s colonial status. The redress movement for the
victims started in South Korea in the late 1980s. The emergence of Korean "comfort women" to society to tell the truth beginning in 1991
and the discovery of Japanese historical documents, proving the responsibility of the Japanese military for establishing and operating
military brothels by a Japanese historian in 1992 accelerated the redress movement for the victims. The movement has received strong
support from UN human rights bodies, the U.S. and other Western countries. It has also greatly contributed to raising people’s
consciousness of sexual violence against women at war. However, the Japanese government has not made a sincere apology and
compensation to the victims to bring justice to the victims.
The Prophet and the Bodhisattva Charles R. Strain 2014-02-19 Can religious individuals and communities learn from each other in ways that
will lead them to collaborate in addressing the great ethical challenges of our time, including climate change and endless warfare? This is
the central question underlying The Prophet and the Bodhisattva. It juxtaposes two figures emblematic of an ideal moral life: the prophet as
it evolved in ancient Israel and the bodhisattva as it flowered in Mahayana Buddhism. In particular, The Prophet and the Bodhisattva focuses
on Daniel Berrigan and Thich Nhat Hanh, who in their lives embody and in their writings reflect upon their respective moral type. Berrigan,
a Jesuit priest, pacifist, and poet, is best known for burning draft files in 1968 and for hammering and pouring blood on a nuclear warhead in
1980. His extensive writings on the Hebrew prophets reflect his life of nonviolent activism. Thich Nhat Hanh, Buddhist monk, Vietnamese
exile, and poet struggled to end the conflict during the Vietnam War. Since then he has led the global movement that he named Engaged
Buddhism and has written many commentaries on Mahayana scriptures. For fifty years both have been teaching us how to pursue peace and
justice, a legacy we can draw upon to build a social ethics for our time.
Civil Resistance and Violent Conflict in Latin America Cécile Mouly 2019-01-21 This book explores distinct forms of civil resistance in
situations of violent conflict in cases across Latin America, drawing important lessons learned for nonviolent struggles in the region and
beyond. The authors analyse campaigns against armed actors in situations of internal armed conflict, against private sector companies that
seek to exploit natural resources, and against the state in defence of housing rights, to cite only some scenarios of violent conflict in which
people in Latin America have organized to resist imposition by powerful actors and/or confront violence and oppression. Each of the nine
cases studied looks at the violent context in which civil resistance took place, its modality, its results and the factors that influenced these,
as well as the challenges faced, offering useful insights for scholars and practitioners alike.
Creating the Third Force Hamdesa Tuso 2016-11-21 This book uses case studies from around the world to analyze the peacemaking
processes of indigenous communities. Critical themes examined in the volume include change and continuity, the role of indigenous women,
tools of peacemakers, common features of peacemaking processes, and the over-arching goals of peacemaking.
Reconciliation, Justice, and Coexistence Mohammed Abu-Nimer 2001-05-23 Since the end of the Cold War several political agreements
have been signed in attempts to resolve longstanding conflicts in such volatile regions as Northern Ireland, Israel-Palestine, South Africa,
and Rwanda. This is the first comprehensive volume that examines reconciliation, justice, and coexistence in the post-settlement context
from the levels of both theory and practice. Mohammed Abu-Nimer has brought together scholars and practitioners who discuss questions
such as: Do truth commissions work? What are the necessary conditions for reconciliation? Can political agreements bring reconciliation?
How can indigenous approaches be utilized in the process of reconciliation? In addition to enhancing the developing field of peacebuilding
by engaging new research questions, this book will give lessons and insights to policy makers and anyone interested in post-settlement
issues.
Mediating Across Difference Morgan J. Brigg 2011-01-31 Mediating Across Difference is based on a fundamental premise: to deal adequately
with conflict—and particularly with conflict stemming from cultural and other differences—requires genuine openness to different cultural
practices and dialogue between different ways of knowing and being. Equally essential is a shift away from understanding cultural
difference as an inevitable source of conflict, and the development of a more critical attitude toward previously under-examined Western
assumptions about conflict and its resolution. To address the ensuing challenges, this book introduces and explores some of the rich insights
into conflict resolution emanating from Asia and Oceania. Although often overlooked, these local traditions offer a range of useful ways of
thinking about and dealing with difference and conflict in a globalizing world. To bring these traditions into exchange with mainstream
Western conflict resolution, the editors present the results of collaborative work between experienced scholars and culturally knowledgeable
practitioners from numerous parts of Asia and Oceania. The result is a series of interventions that challenge conventional Western notions of
conflict resolution and provide academics, policy makers, diplomats, mediators, and local conflict workers with new possibilities to approach,
prevent, and resolve conflict. Contributors: Roland Bleiker; Volker Boege; Morgan Brigg; Stephen Chan; Frans de Jalong, Sr.; Lorraine
Garasu; Mary Graham; Hoang Young-ju; Carwyn Jones; Joy Kere; Debra McDougall; Norifumi Namatame; Chengxin Pan; Oliver Richmond;
Deborah Bird Rose; Muhadi Sugiono; Tarja Väyrynen; Polly O. Walker; Jacqueline Wasilewski.
Sport and Peace-Building in Divided Societies John Sugden 2017-09-14 Sport is a cultural institution that stands at the interface
between political and civil society. In divided communities, sport has been an agent of separation, sectarian hatred and violence, but also a
highly effective tool for conflict resolution, reconciliation and peace-building. In this important study, John Sugden and Alan Tomlinson draw
on their extensive international experience of working with divided communities to develop a methodological and theoretical model for
peace-building in sport. The book showcases original case studies from three regions of the world in which sport has played a prominent role
in social deconstruction and reconstruction: Northern Ireland, Israel/Palestine and South Africa. Combining a wealth of primary and
secondary data, the authors chart the rise of the contemporary Sport for Development and Peace movement (SDP) and outline an important
new practice-based framework for understanding, researching and working to achieve positive social change in the SDP sector. This is
essential reading for any student, researcher or practitioner with an interest in the sociology of sport, sport development, international
development, peace studies or conflict resolution.

The Restorative Justice Ritual Lindsey Pointer 2020-12-24 Restorative justice is an innovative approach to responding to crime and
conflict that shifts the focus away from laws and punishment to instead consider the harm caused and what is needed to repair that harm
and make things right. Interest in restorative justice is rapidly expanding, with new applications continuously emerging around the world.
The restorative philosophy and conference process have shown great promise in providing a justice response that heals individuals and
strengthens the community. Still, a few key questions remain unanswered. First, how is the personal and relational transformation apparent
in the restorative justice process achieved? What can be done to safeguard and enhance that effectiveness? Second, can restorative justice
satisfy the wider public’s need for a reaffirmation of communal norms following a crime, particularly in comparison to the criminal trial? And
finally, given its primary focus on making amends at an interpersonal level, does restorative justice routinely fail to address larger,
structural injustices? This book engages with these three critical questions through an understanding of restorative justice as a ritual. It
proffers three dominant ritual functions related to the performance of justice: the normative, the transformative, and the proleptic. Two
justice rituals, namely, the criminal trial and the restorative justice conference, are examined through this framework in order to understand
how each process fulfills, or fails to fulfill, the multifaceted human need for justice. The book will be of interest to students, academics, and
practitioners working in the areas of Restorative Justice, Criminal Law, and Criminology.
Promise and Peril David Brubaker 2009-02-28 Congregations cannot exist without finances, priorities, leadership, worship, and decision
making, yet these five aspects breed the most conflict between church members and clergy. These conflicts unfortunately tend to bring
about the most negative consequences: drops in giving, resignation of leaders, and, perhaps most pointedly, loss of members. The
importance of congregations and their effect on our lives is clear, yet what is less clear is what makes conflicts in faith communities
inevitable. In Promise and Peril: Understanding and Managing Change and Conflict in Congregations, David Brubaker brings the tools of
organizational theory and research to the task of understanding the deeper dynamics of congregational conflict. With a doctorate in
sociology and more than twenty years working with congregational conflicts, Brubaker helps to explore the causes and effects of conflicts on
a wide range of congregations. This book will help congregations avoid the pitfalls of conflict and instead head toward a healthy relationship
between and among church staff and members.
The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding Atalia Omer 2015-03-02 This volume provides a comprehensive and
interdisciplinary account of the scholarship on religion, conflict, and peacebuilding. Looking far beyond the traditional parameters of the
field, the contributors engage deeply with the legacies of colonialism, missionary activism, secularism, orientalism, and liberalism as they
relate to the discussion of religion, violence, and nonviolent transformation and resistance. Featuring numerous case studies from various
contexts and traditions, the volume is organized thematically into five different parts. It begins with an up-to-date mapping of scholarship on
religion and violence, and religion and peace. The second part explores the challenges related to developing secularist theories on peace and
nationalism, broadening the discussion of violence to include an analysis of cultural and structural forms. In the third section, the chapters
explore controversial topics such as religion and development, religious militancy, and the freedom of religion as a keystone of
peacebuilding. The fourth part locates notions of peacebuilding in spiritual practice by focusing on constructive resources within various
traditions, the transformative role of rituals, youth and interfaith activism in American university campuses, religion and solidarity activism,
scriptural reasoning as a peacebuilding practice, and an extended reflection on the history and legacy of missionary peacebuilding. The
volume concludes by looking to the future of peacebuilding scholarship and the possibilities for new growth and progress. Bringing together
a diverse array of scholars, this innovative handbook grapples with the tension between theory and practice, cultural theory, and the legacy
of the liberal peace paradigm, offering provocative, elastic, and context-specific insights for strategic peacebuilding processes.
Religion and Human Rights John Witte, Jr. 2011-12-08 This volume examines the relationship between religion and human rights in seven
major religious traditions, as well as key legal concepts, contemporary issues, and relationships among religion, state, and society in the
areas of human rights and religious freedom.
Indigenous Legal Traditions Law Commission of Canada 2011-11-01 The essays in this book present important perspectives on the role of
Indigenous legal traditions in reclaiming and preserving the autonomy of Aboriginal communities and in reconciling the relationship
between these communities and Canadian governments. Although Indigenous peoples had their own systems of law based on their social,
political, and spiritual traditions, under colonialism their legal systems have often been ignored or overruled by non-Indigenous laws. Today,
however, these legal traditions are being reinvigorated and recognized as vital for the preservation of the political autonomy of Aboriginal
nations and the development of healthy communities.
Social Functions of Synagogue Song Jonathan L. Friedmann 2012-04-26 Social Functions of Synagogue Song: A Durkheimian Approach
by Jonathan L. Friedmann paints a detailed picture of the important role sacred music plays in Jewish religious communities. Drawing upon
the work of Émile Durkeim, the book examines how synagogue songs serve disciplinary, cohesive, revitalizing, and euphoric functions.
Settler Colonialism and (Re)conciliation Penelope Edmonds 2016-04-08 This book examines the performative life reconciliation and its
discontents in settler societies. It explores the refoundings of the settler state and reimaginings of its alternatives, as well as the way the
past is mobilized and reworked in the name of social transformation within a new global paradigm of reconciliation and the 'age of apology'.
The 3rd Alternative Stephen R. Covey 2012-04-24 Outlines a breakthrough approach to conflict resolution and creative problem solving that
draws on the techniques of thinkers from a broad range of disciplines to explain how to incorporate diverse viewpoints for win-win solutions.
Military Chaplains as Agents of Peace S. K. Moore 2013 Globally, where faith and political processes share the public space with
indigenous populations, religious leaders of tolerant voice, who desire to transcend the conflict that often divides their peoples, are coming
forward. Affirming and enabling these leaders is increasingly becoming the focus of the reconciliation efforts of peace builders, both
internally and externally to existing conflict. By way of theoretical analysis and documented case studies from a number of countries,
Military Chaplains as Agents of Peace considers Religious Leader Engagement (RLE) as an emerging domain that advances the cause of
reconciliation via the religious peace building of chaplains: A construct that may be generalized to expeditionary, humanitarian, and
domestic operational contexts. An overview of the benefits and limitations of RLE is offered and accompanied by a candid discussion of a
number of the more perplexing questions related to such operational ministry: Influence Activities, Information Gathering for Intelligence
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including treatments of museums for peace and self-religion in global peace movements In-depth examinations of lived Christian theologies
and building peace, including discussions of Martin Luther King Jr. and spiritual activism in Scotland Perfect for students and scholars of
peacemaking, peacekeeping, and peace building, the Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion and Peace will also earn a place in the libraries
of anyone professionally or personally interested in the field of Peace or Religious Studies, International Relations, History, Politics, or
Theology.
Critical Issues in Peace and Conflict Studies Thomas Matyók 2011-05-19 Critical Issues in Peace and Conflict Studies: Theory, Practice, and
Pedagogy, edited by Thomas Maty-k, Jessica Senehi, and Sean Byrne, discusses critical issues in the emerging field of Peace and Conflict
Studies, and suggests a framework for the future development of the field and the education of its practitioners and academics. Contributors
to the book are recognized scholars and practitioners in their respective fields. The authors take an holistic approach to the study, analysis,
and resolution of conflict at the micro, meso, macro, and mega levels.
Unsettling the Settler Within Paulette Regan 2010-12-22 In 2008, Canada established a Truth and Reconciliation Commission to mend
the deep rifts between Aboriginal peoples and the settler society that created Canada's notorious residential school system. Unsettling the
Settler Within argues that non-Aboriginal Canadians must undergo their own process of decolonization in order to truly participate in the
transformative possibilities of reconciliation. Settlers must relinquish the persistent myth of themselves as peacemakers and acknowledge
the destructive legacy of a society that has stubbornly ignored and devalued Indigenous experience. A compassionate call to action, this
powerful book offers a new and hopeful path toward healing the wounds of the past.
War, Human Dignity and Nation Building Gary D. Badcock 2010-08-11 Canada’s involvement in Afghanistan is the longest martial conflict in
its history precipitated literally overnight by a world changing event in the 2001 9/11 attack in New York City. In 2010, the Afghan “Mission”
remains front page news for Canadians, even threatening to undermine the Federal Government due to the so-called “Detainee Scandal.”
The human cost (Canadian and Afghan), financial burdens and impact on the self-perception of Canadians as a peace keeping “MiddlePower” are immense and likely will form a watershed in Canadian history. And yet, the “Mission” remains little scrutinized by faith
communities, and further, left as a non-conversation for many and the domain of a nebulous foreign policy and largely toothless Manley
Report. This volume is the first such major attempt by the Centre for Public Theology to bring together theologians, philosophers, faith
leaders, NGOs, politicians and other academics from sociology, politics and peace-keeping in order to dialogue about the impact of the
Afghan “Mission.” These papers form much of the conversation of a conference held in May 2009 at the Centre for Public Theology. The
papers offer reflections on the Manley Report, investigations on the theological and philosophical issues at play in Canada’s response,
interaction with Canada’s shift from “peace-keeping” to “war-fighting” and the new NATO mandate, thoughts on the role of Islamic nations
and analysis of the role of the Abrahamic faith communities in this wider Canadian conversation. The Centre for Public Theology is a
federally funded research centre housed at Huron University College whose mandate is to bring into conversation academics, NGOs, media,
Government and the public on issues of public policy and life with a particular attention to the role of religion in Canadian life. Its founding
motto is “intelligence, not advocacy.” It is not an advocacy or lobbying centre, instead seeking only to facilitate dialogue across boundaries.
Its webpage can be found at www.publictheology.org.
Dissent from War Robert L. Ivie 2007 The rhetorical presumption of war's necessity makes violence regrettable, but seemingly sane, and
functions to shame anyone who opposes military action. Ivie proposes that the presence of dissent is actually a healthy sign of democratic
citizenship, and a responsible and productive act, which has been dangerously miscast as a threat to national security. Ivie, a former US
Navy petty officer, puts a microscope to the language of war supporters throughout history and follows the lives and memories of soldiers
and anti-war activists who have dealt with degrees of confusion and guilt about their opposition to war. Arguing that informed dissent plays
out largely in the realm of rhetoric, he equips readers with strategies for resisting the dehumanizing language used in war propaganda.
Through his careful study of language strategies, he makes it possible to foster a community where dissenting voices are valued and vital.
Border States in the Work of Tom Mac Intyre Catriona Ryan 2012-01-17 This work analyses the prose and drama of the Irish writer Tom Mac
Intyre and the concept of paleo-postmodernism. It examines how Mac Intyre balances traditional themes with experimentation, which in the
Irish literary canon is unusual. This book argues that Mac Intyre’s position in the Irish literary canon is an idiosyncratic one in that he
combines two contrary aspects of Irish literature: between what Beckett terms as the Yeatsian ‘antiquarians’ who valorize the ‘Victorian
Gael’ and the ‘others’ whose aesthetic involves a European-influenced ‘breakdown of the object’ which is associated with Beckett. Mac
Intyre’s experimentation involves a breakdown of the object in order to uncover an unconscious Irish mythological and linguistic space in
language. His approach to language experimentation is Yeatsian and this is what the author terms as paleo-postmodern. Thus the project
considers how Mac Intyre incorporates Yeatsian revivalism with postmodern deconstruction in his drama and short stories.
Teachable Monuments Sierra Rooney 2021-03-11 Monuments around the world have become the focus of intense and sustained discussions,
activism, vandalism, and removal. Since the convulsive events of 2015 and 2017, during which white supremacists committed violence in the
shadow of Confederate symbols, and the 2020 nationwide protests against racism and police brutality, protesters and politicians in the
United States have removed Confederate monuments, as well as monuments to historical figures like Christopher Columbus and Dr. J.
Marion Sims, questioning their legitimacy as present-day heroes that their place in the public sphere reinforces. The essays included in this
anthology offer guidelines and case studies tailored for students and teachers to demonstrate how monuments can be used to deepen civic
and historical engagement and social dialogue. Essays analyze specific controversies throughout North America with various outcomes as
well as examples of monuments that convey outdated or unwelcome value systems without prompting debate.
Culture, Development, and Public Administration in Africa Ogwo J. Umeh 2005 "This book illustrates the need to incorporate local cultural
dynamics into international development and public administration programs where Western models dominate. Examples include South
Africa, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia,and Zimbabwe. The authors, an American political scientist and an African
public administration professor, write for undergraduate and graduate students, as well as for policymakers, managers, and administrators"-Provided by publisher.
A Just Peace Ethic Primer Eli S. McCarthy 2020-05-01 The just peace movement offers a critical shift in focus and imagination. Recognizing
that all life is sacred and seeking peace through violence is unsustainable, the just peace approach turns our attention to rehumanization,
participatory processes, nonviolent resistance, restorative justice, reconciliation, racial justice, and creative strategies of active nonviolence
to build sustainable peace, transform conflict, and end cycles of violence. A Just Peace Ethic Primer illuminates a moral framework behind
this praxis and proves its versatility in global contexts. With essays by a diverse group of scholars, A Just Peace Ethic Primer outlines the
ethical, theological, and activist underpinnings of a just peace ethic.These essays also demonstrate and revise the norms of a just peace ethic
through conflict cases involving US immigration, racial and environmental justice, and the death penalty, as well as gang violence in El
Salvador, civil war in South Sudan, ISIS in Iraq, gender-based violence in the Democratic Republic of Congo, women-led activism in the
Philippines, and ethnic violence in Kenya. A Just Peace Ethic Primer exemplifies the ecumenical, interfaith, and multicultural aspects of a
nonviolent approach to preventing and transforming violent conflict. Scholars, advocates, and activists working in politics, history,
international law, philosophy, theology, and conflict resolution will find this resource vital for providing a fruitful framework and
implementing a creative vision of sustainable peace.
John Howard Yoder Earl Zimmerman 2014-11-11 This book argues that for John Howard Yoder both theology (in particular Christology) and
ethics are expressions of the meaning of the narrative of Jesus. All such statements are relative to a particular context, which means that
theology and ethics are always subject to reaching back to the narrative in order to restate the meaning in new and ever-changing contexts.

Burning Bright Irom Sharmila Deepti Priya Mehrotra 2009-07-08 Irom Sharmila has been on a fast unto death for eight years, demanding
a repeal of the draconian Armed Forces Special Powers Act in Manipur. Ten innocent people were mowed down by security forces in Malom,
a village near Imphal, in November 2000. The perpetrators were not punished, protected under the Armed Forces Special Powers Act which
empowers military and para-military personnel to arrest, shoot, even kill, anyone on the grounds of mere suspicion. In response to this
tragedy—one among many such atrocities—Irom Sharmila, a young Manipuri, began an indefinite hunger strike. The government arrested
her and force-fed her through nasal tubes. She has been released and re-arrested innumerable times since then, but has stood by her
demand, steadfastly refusing to eat until the Act is repealed. Burning Bright is a hard-hitting account of a people caught between the
crossfire of militants and security forces; of a once- sovereign kingdom whose culture has been brutally violated; of the many voices of
dissent— from underground groups to the Meira Paibis, a women’s movement opposed to all forms of violence whether by the state or
insurgents and a moving portrait of ‘the Iron Lady of Manipur’.
Nostra Aetate Pim Valkenberg 2016-09-02 The contents of this book originated in a conference at the Catholic University of America in May
2015. The essays and lectures contained within focus on the relationships of the Catholic Church with the other "Abrahamic" faiths,
primarily Islam and Judaism. There is some discussion of the Asian religions as well. This volume, in structure, loosely follows the document
Nostra Aetate itself. The first part of the book gives a broad view of the document and its importance. The following parts concentrates on
the relationships between the Catholic Church and the Asian, Muslim and Jewish religions. The concluding section of the book surveys the
reception Nostra Aetate received in various ecclesial and academic contexts.
Religion and Peace Nukhet A. Sandal 2022-08-30 Can religion help societies achieve peace and stability? What actions can religious
leaders take to facilitate conflict resolution? This book addresses these critical questions in terms of numerous contemporary conflicts within
and between countries. In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, public attention to religion shifted away from its relationship to politics and
toward its connection to violence in civil conflicts, wars, and terrorism. Religion’s role in sowing discord became more prominent than its
ability to unify. Only recently have discussions turned toward the positive impact of religion and spirituality in the public sphere and to the
role of faith in resolving diplomatic, political, and social problems. The essays in this book contribute to this discourse by examining past,
present, and future opportunities to promote peace through religion and spirituality. The contributors to this volume explore topics such as
humanitarianism, philosophy, counterextremism, human rights, rituals, populism, foreign policy, and environmentalism. Some of the
chapters approach these topics from a transnational perspective, while others focus on specific countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin
America, and the Middle East. Contributors: Jonathan C. Agensky Slavica Jakelić Afra Jalabi Brandon Kendhammer Loren D. Lybarger
Cecelia Lynch Peter Mandaville Jeremy Rinker Margaret M. Scull Amy Erica Smith
Strait Rituals Pang Yang Huei 2019-03-01 The two Taiwan Strait crises took place during a particularly tense period of the Cold War.
Although each incident was relatively brief, their consequences loom large. Based on analyses of newly available documents from Beijing,
Taipei, and Washington, Pang Yang Huei challenges conventional wisdom that claims Sino-US misperceptions of each other’s strategic
concerns were critical in the 1950s. He underscores the fact that Washington, Taipei, and Beijing were actually aware of one another’s
strategic intentions during the crises. He also demonstrates conclusively that both “crises” can be understood as a transformation from tacit
communication to tacit accommodation. An important contribution of this study is a better understanding of the role of ritual, symbols, and
gestures in international relations. While it is true that these two crises resulted in a stalemate, the fact that all parties were able to cultivate
talks and negotiations brought relations, especially between the US and China, to a new and more stable level. Simply averting the threat of
war was a major achievement. Strait Rituals is an important micro-history of a significant moment during the Cold War and a rich
interpretation of the theoretical use of multiple points of view in writing history. It sets a new standard for understanding China’s place in
the world. “Strait Rituals is a solidly detailed and thoroughly footnoted excursion into a critical stage of Cold War history. Dr. Pang’s
exhaustive archival work sets a real standard in the amalgamation of different sources to reevaluate the Taiwan Strait crises in the 1950s,
the repercussions of which can still be felt today.” —Hsiao-ting Lin, Hoover Institution, Stanford University “An excellent book for those
interested in the Taiwan Strait crises in the context of the overall history of international affairs in the Asia-Pacific region. The book will
prove to be of great value to those interested in the history of the region that is bound to increase in importance in the years to come.”
—Akira Iriye, Harvard University “Dispassionate, balanced, rigorous in the presentation of facts, much drawn from Chinese archival sources,
Pang Yang Huei’s work will be indispensable for anyone seeking to understand the issues surrounding this Cold War hangover that
continues to trouble contemporary politics across the Taiwan Strait.” —Geoffrey C. Gunn, Journal of Contemporary Asia
Faith Forward David M. Csinos 2013 Knowing how to nurture faith in young people is a challenge, particularly when we want to encourage a
faith that is generous, innovative, and contextual. Faith Forward gathers 21 presentations from the 2012 "Children, Youth, and a New Kind
of Christianity" conference held in Washington, D.C., and makes them available for those in ministry with children and youth, pastors,
parents, professors - anyone called to help young people on their journey of faith. Authors and attendees alike came from several countries
and many denominational inﬂections. Likewise, the chapters express various contemporary takes on Christian faith and discipleship. This
book is a goldmine of information and inspiration for those seeking to engage children and youth in respectful conversation, exploration, and
learning in today's complex world. If you are seeking grassroots, forward-thinking, ecumenical, innovative, and collaborative ways to do
children and youth ministry, then this book provides the material to move you in that direction.
Ritual and Symbol in Peacebuilding Lisa Schirch 2005 * Serves as a guide to using ritual acts in peacebuilding efforts * Abundant with
examples of symbolic acts that aided the peace process Conflict is dramatic. In theater, literature, story telling, and news reporting, it is a
powerful mechanism that draws attention, heightens the senses and evokes emotion. Schirch argues that peacebuilding has the potential to
do just the same. Examples of peacebuilding often center on the serious, rational negotiations and formal problem-solving efforts in conflict
situations. Schirch argues, though, that what truly bonds adversaries and helps achieve peace are the symbolic, non-verbal ritual acts-shaking hands, sharing a meal, showing a photograph of a loved one. Yet these are often overlooked as deliberate components of peace
negotiations. Ritual and Symbol in Peacebuilding underscores the importance of incorporating symbolic tools, including ritual, into
traditional approaches to conflict. Ritual assists in solving complex, deep-rooted conflicts, and helps to confirm and transform worldviews,
identities, and relationships. With theories and language to explain the symbolic dimensions of conflict, this text will be useful to scholars
and practitioners active in the diverse field of peacebuilding.
Coping Rituals in Fearful Times Jeltje Gordon-Lennox
The Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion and Peace Jolyon Mitchell 2022-10-24 Incisive contributions from leading and emerging
scholars in the field of Peace Studies In the Wiley Blackwell Companion to Religion and Peace, a team of renowned scholars delivers an
authoritative and interdisciplinary sourcebook that addresses the key concepts, history, theories, models, resources, and practices in the
complex and ambivalent relationship between religion and peace. The editors have included contributions from a wide range of perspectives
and locations that reflect diverse methods and approaches. The Companion provides a collection grounded in experience and context that
draws on established, developing, and new research characterized by academic rigor. The differences between the approaches taken by
several religious traditions are fully explored and numerous case studies highlight relevant theories, models, and resources. Accessible as
either a standalone collection or as a partner to the Companion to Religion and Violence, this edited volume also offers: A thorough
introduction to religion and its search for peace, including the relationships between religion and peace and theories and practices for
studying the interplay between religion and peace Comprehensive explorations of religion and peace in local contexts, including discussions
of women's empowerment and peacebuilding in an Islamic context Practical discussions of practices and embodiments of religion and peace,
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This methodology is visible in Yoder's Preface to Theology, which has been little used in most treatments of Yoder's thought. Yoder has been
characterized as standing on Nicene orthodoxy, criticized for rejecting Nicene orthodoxy, called heterodox, and designated a postmodern
thinker to be interpreted in terms of other such thinkers. None of these characterizations adequately locates the basis of his methodology in
the narrative of Jesus. Thus John Howard Yoder: Radical Theologian aims to go beyond or to supersede existing treatments with its
demonstration that Yoder is a radical theologian in the historical meaning of radical--that is, as one who returns to the root. For Christian
faith, this root is Jesus Christ. Parts II and III of the book explore the sources of Yoder's approach, and its application in several
contemporary contexts.
Rituals for Work Kursat Ozenc 2019-04-02 Experience the transformative power of creative rituals in the workplace Rituals for Work shows
us how creative rituals can make our personal and business lives more meaningful and rewarding. Rituals are powerful tools: they reinforce
good habits, motivate personal and professional achievement, create a common bond between co-workers and build shared values; they can
transform an organization’s culture and provide a foundation to achieve common goals. Focusing on real-world examples, this book takes a
practical approach to the power and benefits of workplace rituals. This insightful guide presents 50 creative rituals, from business and
management to design and personal development. Specific case studies highlight the use of rituals and their positive impact to real-world
organizations, while vivid visuals allow us to feel their energy and emotion. A ritual is only effective when its purpose is clearly defined. This
book goes beyond simple analysis to provide actual recipes for individual rituals designed to promote specific habits, change negative
behaviors, and instill values. Each ritual can be adapted to achieve a multitude of goals and tailored to fit your organization or team’s
specific needs. ● Change behaviors, form positive habits, and assign meaning to shared goals ● Build shared values, foster innovation, and
encourage strong teamwork ● Deal with conflicts effectively and engage others to work on resolutions ● Learn the fundamental concepts of
ritual-building and share your knowledge with your team An informative and inspirational resource for executives, managers, team leaders,
and employees of every level, Rituals for Work provides a blueprint for building a culture of engagement, innovation, and shared purpose for
organizations of all sizes, across industries.
Religion Today Ross Aden 2012-10-05 Religion Today introduces students to key concepts in religious studies through a compelling problemsolving framework. Each chapter opens with a contemporary case study that helps students engage in current religious issues, explore
possible solutions to difficult religious problems today, and learn key themes and concepts in religious studies. To enhance student learning,
a free Student Study Guide is available for download from Rowman & Littlefield. The Study Guide features chapter summaries, definition
quizzes for students to test themselves on key terms, and possible learning activities. A complimentary Instructor’s Manual is available for
download from Rowman & Littlefield. The Instructor’s Manual includes guidelines on how to use the book in the classroom, summaries of
each chapter, potential student activities, discussion or essay/short answer questions, and more. In addition, sample Power Point
presentations for each chapter are available for download. To access these instructor materials, email textbooks@rowman.com. A multiple
choice Test Bank, prepared by the author, is available in Respondus computerized Test Bank format. Respondus LE is available for free and
can be used to automate the process of creating print tests. Respondus 3.5 (available for purchase or via a school site license) can prepare
tests to be uploaded to online course management systems like Blackboard. Visit the Respondus Test Bank Network to request a copy of the
Religion Today Test Bank. For more information about the Test Bank, e-mail textbooks@rowman.com.
The Crisis of Connection Niobe Way 2018-08-21 As seen in The New York Times Illuminates the roots and consequences of and offers
solutions to the widespread alienation and disconnection that beset modern society Since the beginning of the 21st century, people have
become increasingly disconnected from themselves, each other, and the world around them. A “crisis of connection” stemming from growing
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alienation, social isolation, and fragmentation characterizes modern society. The signs of this “crisis of connection” are everywhere, from
decreasing levels of empathy and trust, to burgeoning cases of suicide, depression and loneliness. The astronomical rise in inequality around
the world has contributed to the critical nature of this moment. To delve into the heart of the crisis, leading researchers and practitioners
draw from the science of human connection to tell a five-part story about its roots, consequences, and solutions. In doing so, they reveal how
we, in modern society, have been captive to a false story about who we are as human. This false narrative that takes individualism as a
universal truth, has contributed to many of the problems that we currently face. The new story now emerging from across the human
sciences underscores our social and emotional capacities and needs. The science also reveals the ways in which the privileging of the self
over relationships and of individual success over the common good as well as the perpetuation of dehumanizing stereotypes have led to a
crisis of connection that is now widespread. Finally, the practitioners in the volume present concrete solutions that show ways we can create
a more just and humane world. In these divisive times, The Crisis of Connection is an essential resource for bridging the political, religious,
identity-based, and ideological gaps among individuals and communities. By exposing the barriers that stand in the way of our human desire
to live in connection with ourselves and each other, this book illuminates concrete pathways to enhancing our awareness of our common
humanity.
Christian-Muslim Dialogue In Northern Nigeria Thaddeus Byimui Umaru 2013-08 Religion as a powerful impulse in human existence plays a
paradoxical role in society as it both contributes significantly in shaping the spiritual, socio-political and economic lives of millions of people
and also acts as a source of conflict. The sad experience of interreligious conflict in Northern Nigeria challenges the claim of Islam and
Christianity to be religions of peace. However, understood as closely intertwined with culture and custom of a people, religion can be central
in the establishment of peace and conflict resolution in and between communities. This text using the model of dialogue (Nostra Aetate)
explores and presents the socio-political and theological resources available in Northern Nigeria (the locality) for a consistent peace building
process.
The Political Necessity of Transpersonal Work Marcella Rowek 2018-05-14 Marcella Rowek explores the paradigm of Deep Democracy
and its potential to transform polarized conflicts in the context of the current refugee situation in Europe. Her approach to peace work and
research is embedded in the Innsbruck School of Peace Studies’ philosophy of Transrational Peaces and Lederach’s Elicitive Conflict
Transformation. At the heart of a deeply democratic attitude is the idea that all perspectives, experiences, feelings, body sensations and
awareness levels of the conflicting parties have to be acknowledged and consciously worked with. Only then conflict transformation
processes can unfold. This is linked to a systemic and transpersonal perspective, which assumes that not a single person, event or group
triggers a conflict, but that it is systemically co-created.
Emerging Ritual in Secular Societies Jeltje Gordon-Lennox 2017-02-21 The growing absence of meaningful ritual in contemporary Western
societies has led to cohesive research on the history of ritualizing behaviour in different cultures. The relatively new field of ritology, which
includes neuroscience, anthropology, cultural psychology, psychotherapy and even art and performance, raises questions about the
significance and practice of ritual today. This book is the first of its kind to discuss the importance of secular rituals for cultural and personal
growth. Using a transdisciplinary approach, a range of contributors provide an authoritative account of the science and history of rituals and
their role in creating healthy societies in the modern age.
New Feminist Christianity Mary E. Hunt 2010 A collection of essays by proclaimed feminist Christians, discussing their accomplishments
and examining the lasting problems that hinder women's participation in the Christian community.
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